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I Introduction

The treatment of spacecraft under international as well as national law presents a number of issues, many of which continue to be a matter of debate. One of the core questions is which state’s law applies to the operation of spacecraft. In the course of its flight, a spacecraft will typically cross the borders of multiple countries as it moves through airspace. And if the launch is successful, the spacecraft will leave the atmosphere and enter the extraterritorial realm of outer space. Throughout this journey, it is important to understand what law applies – which domestic law as well as international law – in order to address issues of regulation of the spacecraft, liability questions, and other legal matters. Other issues taken up in this chapter include the extent to which international law applies to private spacecraft, the legal status of multinational space ventures, and whether air law or space law should govern the flight of suborbital winged spaceplanes.

II Jurisdiction over space objects

Jurisdiction is one of the most fundamental questions in the law of outer space – or for any area of law – since jurisdiction determines the applicable law and the courts that enforce that law. This section provides a brief explanation of the different types of jurisdiction and then explains how this issue affects space objects.

Jurisdiction takes three basic forms: (1) prescriptive jurisdiction; (2) enforcement jurisdiction; and (3) adjudicative jurisdiction.1 Prescriptive jurisdiction is the right of a state to apply its laws in order to regulate persons and activities.2 Enforcement jurisdiction refers to a
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2 Ryngaert, supra note 1 at 9, citing Restatement (Third) of US Foreign Relations Law §401(a) (1987). Under customary international law, a State has prescriptive jurisdiction if one of the bases of jurisdiction is present. The bases of prescriptive jurisdiction are: (1) territoriality; (2) nationality; (3) effects; (4) national security; (5) passive personality; and (6) universality. Kal Raustiala, “The Geography of Justice” (2004–2005) 73:6 Fordham L Rev 2501 at 2512.
state’s right to enforce (or punish non-compliance with) its laws.\(^3\) Adjudicative jurisdiction is the right of a state’s courts to subject persons or things to their adjudicative processes and issue a ruling on a matter.\(^4\)

Another way to conceive of the different types of jurisdiction is to distinguish between “jurisdiction” and “jurisdiction”. Jurisdiction describes the normative element of a state’s jurisdiction which entitles a state to “make laws or take decisions, including judicial decisions, with legally binding effect”.\(^5\) Jurisdiction, in contrast, represents “the concrete element of state jurisdiction which enables a state…to implement and to enforce its laws and decisions”.\(^6\)

Jurisdiction can also be “exclusive” or “concurrent”. Exclusive jurisdiction exists when a court has sole jurisdiction over a matter and no other court is able to assert its jurisdiction. In contrast, concurrent jurisdiction describes the situation where multiple courts are able to assert their jurisdiction over the same matter.

With this background in mind, the following sections explain how matters of jurisdiction are handled with respect to spacecraft.

A. State of registration to maintain jurisdiction and control

Article VIII of the Outer Space Treaty explicitly grants jurisdiction over a space object to the object’s state of registry:

A state party to the Treaty on whose registry an object launched into outer space is carried shall retain jurisdiction and control over such object, and over any personnel thereof, while in outer space or on a celestial body.\(^7\)

Pursuant to the Registration Convention, when a space object is launched into space, the launching state is required to record the launch in its national registry (as well as provide information about the object to the Secretary-General of the United Nations (UN) to be included in the international register).\(^8\) It is this state of registry that then has “jurisdiction and control” over the object under Article VIII of the Outer Space Treaty.

One interpretation of Article VIII is that the state of registry has exclusive jurisdiction to regulate the space object, personnel thereof, and any related disputes.\(^9\) However, the concept of “jurisdiction” in Article VIII can be more narrowly read at least in two respects. First, Article VIII can be narrowly interpreted as only granting prescriptive jurisdiction to the state of registry
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over a space object. This would make sense in light of the concept that the state of registry “shall retain jurisdiction and control”. It could be argued that Article VIII does not address enforcement or adjudicative jurisdiction. Second, even if Article VIII is read as granting jurisdiction of every form to the state of registry, it can be interpreted as a non-exclusive grant of jurisdiction – thus enabling other states to assert jurisdiction when appropriate under other law. For example, customary international law permits a state to exercise prescriptive jurisdiction if any of the five bases of prescriptive jurisdiction exists (i.e. Territory, nationality, effect, national security, and passive personality). Moreover, Article VI of the Outer Space Treaty suggests that any grant of jurisdiction under Article VIII is non-exclusive, since the duty to supervise national activity under Article VI presupposes that a state retains jurisdiction over the space objects of one’s nationals (even if it is not the state of registry).

Article VIII grants jurisdiction not only over the space object but also over any “personnel thereof”. This jurisdiction over personnel would conceivably continue when a person leaves the spacecraft, such as during extra-vehicular activity (i.e. a “spacewalk”) or when exploring a celestial body outside of the landing craft. A more difficult question is whether the jurisdiction of an astronaut from one flight element of the International Space Station would continue when the astronaut enters a flight element registered by another state. This is discussed in greater detail below in section V.

A state’s jurisdiction cannot be easily determined where a space object has not been registered by any state. In such a case, it would be necessary to fall back again onto the customary international law of prescriptive jurisdiction. Under customary law, a state may have the jurisdiction to regulate a space object if:

(1) the object was launched from its territory (territorial jurisdiction);
(2) the object was under the control of its nationals (nationality jurisdiction);
(3) the operation of the object had significant effects on the state (e.g., media broadcasting) (effects jurisdiction); or
(4) the object posed a security threat to a state (national security jurisdiction).

This situation may arise in the case of suborbital spacecraft where the Registration Convention will likely not require registration, since the duty to register only applies to space objects
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launched into “earth orbit or beyond”\textsuperscript{18}. Suborbital vehicles would seem to be outside this scope and, therefore, the question of jurisdiction would have to be resolved under laws other than the space treaties.

\textbf{B. The effect of transfer of ownership on jurisdiction}

The plain language of Article VIII of the Outer Space Treaty implies that jurisdiction remains with the state of registry even after the transfer of the object to another state. The issue arises when the rule of jurisdiction and control under Article VIII faces the reality of commercial space where changes in ownership and control of a space object take place on a fairly regular basis.\textsuperscript{19}

Article VIII of the Outer Space Treaty simply assigns “jurisdiction and control” of a space object to the state of registry. The treaty does not provide for any change in this assignment of jurisdiction and control, but contemplates that it will perpetually remain with the original state of registry. While this approach made sense during an age when space objects were only launched by states and the objects were not the subject of subsequent commercial transactions, which would result in the transfer of ownership and actual control to a new party, the current realities of commercial space use have revealed the flaws in the rule under Article VIII. Although it is appropriate for the launching state to have jurisdiction and control over a satellite that it has put into orbit and is operating, it no longer makes sense for the original state of registry to retain jurisdiction and control once this satellite has been transferred to another state. Instead, the transferee state should be granted jurisdiction and be required to exercise control, since this would reflect the reality that the new owner has \textit{de facto} control of the satellite.\textsuperscript{20} The transferee state should also have prescriptive jurisdiction under customary international law to regulate the operation of the acquired satellite.

One solution to the problem of jurisdiction remaining with the state of registry following a transfer is to have the state of registry enter into an agreement with the transferee state granting the latter jurisdiction over the satellite.\textsuperscript{21} Such agreements are expressly permitted under Article II of the Registration Convention in order to transfer jurisdiction between launching states, but there is nothing preventing a non-launching state from accepting jurisdiction under such an agreement.\textsuperscript{22}
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\textsuperscript{21} Hermida, \textit{supra} note 19 at 190.
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Another way of transferring “jurisdiction and control” to the transferee state is for the original state of registry to deregister the space object by removing it from its domestic registry.23 Although such “de-registration” is not mentioned in the space treaties, there is nothing in the treaties that prohibits such practice.24 This de-registration is followed by the registration of the object by the transferee state, which would result in the jurisdiction and control being attached to the new state of registry. An example of this process took place in 1997 when four satellites (AsiaSat-1, AsiaSat-2, APSTAR-I, and APSTAR-IA) previously carried on the United Kingdom (UK) registry were deregistered and then subsequently registered by China.25

III Authorization and continuing supervision by the appropriate state party

Separate from the grant of jurisdiction to the state of registry under Article VIII of the Outer Space Treaty is the duty prescribed under Article VI of the Treaty that all “non-governmental” space activities “require authorization and continuing supervision by the appropriate state party to the Treaty”.26 This duty follows another provision in Article VI which imposes on states “international responsibility for national activities in outer space … whether such activities are carried on by governmental agencies or by non-governmental entities”.27 Some interpret the duty to “authorize and continually supervise” non-governmental space activity as only clarifying the international responsibility imposed earlier in Article VI by making explicit that this responsibility entails the duty to authorize and supervise the state’s national activity.28 Others see it as a separate imposition of responsibility on a new category of states that qualify as the “appropriate states”.29 Some scholars have posited that only a “launching state” or the state of nationality of the actor should qualify as an “appropriate state”.30 However, others have

26 Outer Space Treaty, supra note 7, art VI.
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argued that the term “appropriate state” must, due to its vague nature, be interpreted broadly to potentially include any state that has jurisdiction over the particular space activity (however such jurisdiction arises) or is substantially involved in the operation or control of the space object.\textsuperscript{31} It is this duty to “authorize and continually supervise” that requires states to enact appropriate regulatory regimes governing space activity. Examples of such regulations are described below in the section on spaceplanes.

IV The application of international law to private spacecraft

The extension of international treaty obligations to privately-owned spacecraft is difficult to deny. As a starting point, Article VI of the Outer Space Treaty extends the application of the Treaty to private space operations by requiring that states supervise the space activity of non-governmental entities and bear responsibility for any failure of non-governmental entities to comply with the Treaty.\textsuperscript{32} It also makes good policy to require that all space activity (even if private) observe the duties and obligations that were written into the UN space treaties. As private activities expand, it will become ever more important that these rules are observed by private actors. That said, it is a fundamental rule that private actors are not subject to international law per se, so it will fall on states to enact domestic regulations that require private actors to comply with international law.

One widely observed state practice that supports the extension of the international treaties to private activity is the registration of privately-owned satellites by its launching state under the Registration Convention.\textsuperscript{33} Similarly, a state is liable for any damage caused by space objects it launches under the Liability Convention whether such objects are owned by the government or a private entity.\textsuperscript{34} Finally, a majority of commentators agree to extend to commercial actors the benefits of the duty to rescue personnel and return errant private spacecraft under the Rescue Agreement.\textsuperscript{35} The duty to rescue personnel and return spacecraft would seem to apply
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\item \textit{Outer Space Treaty, supra} note 7, art VI.
\item \textit{Registration Convention, supra} note 8, art I. See also UN, Committee on the Peaceful Uses of Outer Space, \textit{Practice of States and International Organizations in Registering Space Objects: Replies from Member States}, UNGAOR, 2004, UN Doc A/AC.105/C.2/L.250/Add.1 (France “registers national satellites, whether they belong to government organizations or private companies” at 3).
\item \textit{Agreement on the Rescue of Astronauts, the Return of Astronauts and the Return of Objects Launched into Outer Space}, 22 April 1968, 672 UNTS 119 [\textit{Rescue Agreement}]. See e.g. IHPH Diederiks-Verschoor & W Paul Gormley, “The Future Legal Status of Nongovernmental Entities in Outer Space: Private
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to commercial ventures, since nothing in the text of either the Outer Space Treaty or the Rescue Agreement explicitly excludes commercial venture or limits the scope of the duties to government-sponsored missions. An example of this can be found in Article 2 of the Rescue Agreement:

If, owing to accident, distress, emergency or unintended landing, the personnel of a spacecraft land in territory under the jurisdiction of a Contracting Party, it shall immediately take all possible steps to rescue them and render them all necessary assistance.  

None of the terms in the Rescue Agreement excludes commercial enterprises in their ordinary meaning – in fact, the term “personnel” (as is used in Article 2) is typically used in a commercial context (e.g., cruise ship personnel) as well as in government contexts. This lack of any distinction between private and public spaceflight in the plain language of the Rescue Agreement supports a broad interpretation which would require states to rescue non-governmental personnel and return private spacecraft. Moreover, there have been at least seven instances of space objects being found on Earth resulting in the notification of the UN Secretary-General and the return of the assets to the launching authority as is required under the Rescue Agreement. At least two of these incidents involve the recovery of private spacecraft. Specifically, the governments of Argentina and South Africa, in 2000 and 2004, respectively, notified the UN Secretary-General of the discovery and planned return to the United States (US) of space objects that had been found in their respective territories. In both cases, the governments had determined prior to giving notification that the space objects were parts of Delta II launch vehicles which – although they delivered government payloads – were owned by a private company, namely the Boeing Company.

V The legal status of multinational space objects

Although most satellites and other space objects are typically subject to the jurisdiction and control of a single state, this general rule can be complicated by space objects that involve the


36 Registration Convention, supra note 8, art II.
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38 Descriptions of these instances of privately-owned space objects being found are provided in Frans G von der Dunk, “A Sleeping Beauty Awakens: The 1968 Rescue Agreement after Forty Years” (2008) 34:2 J Space L 411 at 426–31.
participation of multiple states (or their nationals). For example, spacecraft may be constructed out of components manufactured in different states. The construction and launch of a space object may also be a joint venture of multiple companies from different states. Legal obligations may also be shared by multiple states at the same time, which is the case under the Liability Convention which imposes several and joint liability on all “launching states” – a term that captures not only the state that launches (or procures the launch of) the object, but also the state from whose territory or facility an object is launched.40

The following sections examine how particular issues in international space law are raised by two multinational ventures: the International Space Station and Sea Launch, the launch service provider.

A. The international space station

The International Space Station (ISS) is the greatest example of international cooperation in outer space. The first module (or “flight element”) was placed in orbit in 1998 by Russia and since then numerous other flight elements or other equipment have been contributed by the partner states, namely the US, Canada, Japan, and eleven member states of the European Space Agency (ESA) (Belgium, Denmark, France, Germany, Italy, the Netherlands, Norway, Spain, Sweden, the UK, and Switzerland).41 Astronauts (and occasionally space tourists) move between the different flight elements as they conduct science and carry out other activities.

The operation of the ISS is governed by the Intergovernmental Agreement on the International Space Station (IGA) which addresses a number of legal topics, such as civil and criminal jurisdiction, intellectual property, and the operational responsibilities of the partner states.42 The jurisdiction provisions of the IGA are most relevant to the question of legal status and is the focus of this section.

Article 5 of the IGA provides that “each Partner shall register as space objects the flight elements … which it provides” according to Article II of the Registration Convention.43 To date, different flight elements have been registered by the US, Russia, Japan, and the ESA.44 Article 5 goes on to state that “[p]ursuant to Article VIII of the Outer Space Treaty and Article II of the Registration Convention, each Partner shall retain jurisdiction and control over the elements it registers ….45 While this portion of Article 5 grants jurisdiction over registered space objects in the same way as the Registration Convention, the jurisdiction over personnel is slightly different under the IGA. Whereas the Registration Convention grants jurisdiction over the space object

40 Liability Convention, supra note 34, arts I, V(1).
43 IGA, ibid., art 5(1).
44 Modules and who registered it based on the UN registry: Zarya (US), Unity (US), Zvezda (Russia), Destiny (US), Quest (US), Pirs (Russia), Poisk (Russia), Harmony (US), Tranquility (US), Columbus (ESA), Kibo (Japan), Cupola (US), Rassvet (Russia), and Leonardo (US). See US, National Aeronautics and Space Administration, “International Space Station: Space Station Assembly”, online: NASA www.nasa.gov/mission_pages/station/structure/elements/mplm.html.
45 IGA, supra note 42, art 5(2).
and the “personnel thereof”, the IGA grants jurisdiction to the partner states over their nationals wherever they are “in or on the Space Station”.

Therefore, a state retains jurisdiction over their nationals even when their nationals are in a flight element registered by another state.

The foregoing jurisdictional rules are modified with respect to criminal jurisdiction. Under Article 22 of the IGA, primary jurisdiction to prosecute an astronaut who has committed a crime on board the ISS and is a national of Canada, Japan, Russia, the US, or one of the European partner states is granted to that state of nationality. Secondary jurisdiction to prosecute the perpetrator is granted to both (1) the state of the victim, and (2) the state that owns the flight element where the crime took place (or where criminal damage occurred to the flight element). This secondary jurisdiction is triggered if the state of the perpetrator’s nationality (1) agrees to allow the other state to prosecute or (2) fails to provide adequate assurance that it will prosecute. For example, if a Japanese astronaut commits a crime of violence against a Russian astronaut in a flight element registered by the US, Japan would have jurisdiction to prosecute the perpetrator. However, if Japan either agrees to the jurisdiction of Russia or the US or fails to provide assurance that it will prosecute, either Russia or the US could prosecute the Japanese astronaut.

Special jurisdictional provisions are also provided with respect to intellectual property. The core jurisdictional provision regarding the application of intellectual property law is set forth in Article 21(2), which states that, “for purposes of intellectual property law, an activity occurring in or on a Space Station flight element shall be deemed to have occurred only in the territory of the partner state of that element’s registry”. This provision returns to the basic rule of the Outer Space Treaty that the jurisdiction of the state of registry applies to each separate flight element. This has the effect of ensuring that discoveries and inventions will be protected by the intellectual property law of the state of registry, while also limiting the applicable law to that of the state of registry. If a discovery or invention occurs in an ESA-registered flight element, any of the ESA partner states may apply its intellectual property laws. However, the holder of any such intellectual property rights may only recover damages for infringement in one ESA partner state.

B. Sea Launch: an example of a multinational private enterprise

Sea Launch is a multinational corporation founded in 1999 that offers launch services. The company was originally composed of five companies: a US company (Boeing), a Russian
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47 Ibid., art 22(1). This list includes those States that have registered flight elements.
48 Ibid., art 22(2).
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51 See IGA, supra note 42, art 21.
52 Ibid., art 21(2).
54 IGA, supra note 42, art 21(2).
55 Ibid., art 21(4).
company (Energia), two Ukrainian companies, and a Norwegian company.\footnote{See Armel Kerrest, “Launching Spacecraft from the Sea and the Outer Space Treaty: The Sea Launch Project” (1998) 23:1 Air & Space L 16. To learn more about the Sea Launch, see online: Sea Launch www.sea-launch.com.} Sea Launch filed for Chapter 11 bankruptcy reorganization in 2010 during which Energia gained 95 percent of the interest.\footnote{Regarding the Sea Launch bankruptcy filing, see Sea Launch, News Release, “Sea Launch Company Emerges From Chapter 11” (27 October 2010), online: Sea Launch web.archive.org/web/20110927163423/www.sea-launch.com/news_releases/2010/nr_1101027.html. Regarding the percentage of ownership, see Nate Raymond, “Boeing Sues Sea Launch Partners for $350 Million”, Reuters (4 February 2013), online: Reuters www.reuters.com/article/2013/02/04/us-boeing-sea-launch-idUSBRE9130RU20130204.} This left only 2.5 percent of the company equity for both Boeing and the Norwegian company. Sea Launch has its corporate headquarters in Switzerland and is incorporated in the Cayman Islands.\footnote{See Sea Launch, “About Sea Launch”, online: Sea Launch www.sea-launch.com/about; Kerrest, supra note 56 at 16.} The company has two main pieces of equipment: the Odyssey Launch Platform (a converted oil rig where the launches occur), and an Assembly and Command Ship (where rocket and payload are assembled and transported).\footnote{See ibid.} Sea Launch’s homeport is in Long Beach California, where the platform and the Command Ship are docked.\footnote{See ibid.}

What makes Sea Launch unique is that its launches take place on the high seas in the Pacific Ocean near the Equator.\footnote{See Kerrest, supra note 56, and Armel Kerrest, “Launching Spacecraft from the Sea and the Outer Space Treaty: The Sea Launch Project,” in (1997) Proceedings of the 40th Colloquium on the Law of Outer Space 264.} Unlike every other launch site in the world, the Odyssey is not on a state’s territory at the time of launch. Launching from the high seas raises the question of what state is a “launching state” for the purpose of allowing for registration of the space objects launched by Sea Launch as well as for the purpose of assigning liability under the Liability Convention. Similarly, launching from non-sovereign territory, such as the high seas, complicates the question of what the “launching authority” is for purposes of returning any lost space objects to the launching authority pursuant to the Rescue Agreement.

The jurisdiction and control over space objects launched by Sea Launch is granted to the state of registration under the Registration Convention.\footnote{See section II, above.} Pursuant to the Convention, only a “launching state” can register a space object. This is where the launching of objects from the high seas creates special issues. Because the high seas are not subject to the sovereignty of any state, there is no launching state on the basis of territory of the launch site. When Sea Launch launches an object, a state can only be deemed a launching state if it can be said to (1) have launched the object, (2) have procured the launch, or (3) own the facility from which the launch takes place.\footnote{Registration Convention, supra note 8, art I.} Pursuant to these criteria, there are a number of theories for which states would qualify as a launching state.

- Russia could qualify as a launching state under the theory that it owns the facility from which the launches take place since the Russian company Energia owns 95 percent of Sea Launch.\footnote{Kerrest, supra note 56 at 18.} In contrast, the US is unlikely to be a launching state under this theory, since
Boeing, an entity organized in the US, owns only 2.5 percent of the company, thus lacking substantial control over the launch facility.\textsuperscript{65}

- The UK might also qualify as a launching state under the theory that it owns the launch facility, since Sea Launch is incorporated in the Cayman Islands, a British Crown Colony.\textsuperscript{66}
- Under the theory of procuring the launch, any state that (or state whose company) contracts for Sea Launch’s launch services could be treated as a launching state.\textsuperscript{67}

A search of the UN Online Index of Objects Launched into Outer Space shows that a number of states have registered satellites placed into orbit by Sea Launch, including the US, Brazil, Japan, and Italy. A state will typically register those satellites that it owns and has procured the launch of them, or those satellites owned by a company of its nationality.\textsuperscript{68} The US has asserted jurisdiction over Sea Launch by licensing all of its launches through the Office of Commercial Space Transportation (AST) of the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA), both before and after its reorganization in 2010.\textsuperscript{69}

The Liability Convention imposes liability for damage caused by a space object on the “launching state” (or launching states).\textsuperscript{70} The definition of “launching state” in the Liability Convention is the same as in the Registration Convention — and, therefore, the analysis of which state qualifies as a launching state for the purposes of assigning liability would follow the same analysis described above.\textsuperscript{71}

Pursuant to the Rescue Agreement, in the event of an unintended landing of a space object, the object and any astronauts on board must be returned to the “launching authority”.\textsuperscript{72} The “launching authority” is defined as the state that is “responsible for launching” the object.\textsuperscript{73} The problem with this definition is that a state may not qualify as being “responsible for launching” a space object when the space venture is private in nature (such as Sea Launch). The analysis is further complicated if a launch takes place in non-sovereign territory, such as the high seas. One straightforward solution would be to require the return of a state-owned space object (such as a surveillance satellite) to that state. Likewise, a private space object should be returned to the state where the company is incorporated.

\section*{VI Spaceplanes}

There are a number of suborbital spaceplanes under development by private companies that will soon be flying passengers, science experiments, and other cargo into suborbital space. The leading companies in this field (with the name of their spacecraft in parentheses) are Virgin Galactic (SpaceShipTwo), XCOR (Lynx), and Swiss Space Systems (SOAR). As the technology

\begin{footnotesize}
\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{65} Ibid.
\item \textsuperscript{66} Ibid.
\item \textsuperscript{68} See UNOOSA, “Online Index”, supra note 25.
\item \textsuperscript{69} See US, Federal Aviation Administration, “Data & Research: Launches”, online: US Federal Aviation Administration www.faa.gov/data_research/commercial_space_data/launches/?type=Licensed.
\item \textsuperscript{70} Liability Convention, supra note 34, arts II, III.
\item \textsuperscript{71} Ibid., art I.
\item \textsuperscript{72} Rescue Agreement, supra note 35, arts 4, 5(3).
\item \textsuperscript{73} Ibid., art 6.
\end{itemize}
\end{footnotesize}
for this new generation of spacecraft is developed, the legal status of these vehicles is a matter of considerable debate. One question is whether these winged spacecraft that take off and land like airplanes should be subject to international air law or to the law of outer space. Individual states are also struggling with this question on the domestic level, namely whether these spacecraft should be regulated under existing aviation laws or under new laws specifically designed for this new type of space vehicle.

A. Air law vs. space law

Spaceplanes, such as Virgin Galactic’s SpaceShipTwo or XCOR’s Lynx, traverse airspace on the way to (and when returning from) their apogee at approximately 65 miles (or 105 kilometers) above the Earth. The preliminary legal question regarding such vehicles is whether they should be governed by air law or by space law – or by both. This question has multiple facets. Nonetheless, the initial question is whether a spaceplane that reaches an apogee of 65 miles has entered outer space at all. If not, it is clear that air law should apply. This raises the long-debated question regarding where outer space begins. Two theoretical approaches in determining whether a spaceplane is an aircraft or a space object have also been applied to resolve the question of air law versus space law: the spatialist approach and the functionalist approach. The following sections explore these questions and theories.

1 The delimitation of outer space under customary international law

In many cases, the answer to the question of whether an object is in outer space will be clear. For example, satellites being sent into orbit will undeniably operate in outer space and will, therefore, qualify as space assets. The more difficult question will involve equipment that is operating on the border of outer space. For example, a court could in good faith raise the question whether a suborbital spaceplane that reaches a maximum altitude of 105 kilometers (just above the von Kármán line, which lies approximately 100 kilometers above the Earth and is widely viewed as the limit of airspace) is a space asset. The same question could be raised with respect to a spaceplane that reaches an altitude of ninety-five kilometers – just short of the von Kármán line.

None of the existing space treaties provide any useful guidance regarding the delimitation of outer space. Although the Outer Space Treaty clearly contemplates its application to activities on the Moon and other celestial bodies, to objects launched into outer space, and to objects placed into orbit around the Earth, the treaty does not explicitly define where “outer space” begins. Both the Liability Convention and the Registration Convention define space object as the “component parts of a space object as well as its launch vehicle and parts thereof.” However, the definition only clarifies that “space object” includes its launch vehicle and components. The treaties do not establish the limit of outer space.

74 See the Virgin Galactic website at www.virgingalactic.com/human-spaceflight/your-flight-to-space and the XCOR website at spaceexpeditions.xcor.com/the-spaceflight.
75 See Hobe et al., supra note 10 (The “von Kármán line”, which bears the name of the Hungarian aerospace engineer Theodore von Kármán, is that point at the edge of the Earth’s atmosphere “where aerodynamic lift is exceeded by centrifugal force” at 31).
76 See Outer Space Treaty, supra note 7, arts I, II, IV, VII, VIII.
77 Liability Convention, supra note 34, art I(d); Registration Convention, supra note 8, art I(d).
78 See Ibid.
In the absence of any helpful treaty law, one could look for customary international law regarding the delimitation of outer space. Nonetheless, there is likely not sufficient state practice (or other evidence of customary law) at this point to clearly support an assertion that customary international law exists regarding the boundary of air space and outer space. If a customary international law on this issue were to come into being, the evidence suggests that it will define the boundary of outer space as (or near) the von Kármán line. Evidence of state practice in support of this conclusion can be found in Australian law which suggests that the boundary of outer space lies at 100 kilometers, since the law requires a license only for the launch of space objects above that elevation. In addition, South African law establishes the border of outer space by defining outer space as “the space above the surface of the earth from a height of which it is in practice possible to operate an object in an orbit around the earth.”

This would place the boundary, under optimal circumstances, in the neighborhood of the von Kármán line. Further support for customary international law may be found in the Draft Treaty on the Prevention of the Placement of Weapons in Outer Space, the Threat or Use of Force against Outer Space Objects, submitted in 2008 at the UN Conference on Disarmament by China and Russia to ban weapons in outer space. This draft text defines outer space as “space beyond the elevation of approximately 100 km above ocean level of the Earth”. Additionally, the US FAA issued the 2006 Human Space Flight Requirements for Crew and Space Flight Participants (“Human Space Flight Requirements”) pursuant to the Commercial Space Launch Amendments Act of 2004. Although these regulations do not define outer space, they are intended to cover the operations of suborbital space tourism companies, such as Virgin Galactic, that are acquiring licenses under the regulations in order to fly their vehicles to 100 kilometers. State practice supporting an even lower elevation for the limit of outer space can be found in the regulations of the US Air Force, which grant an astronaut rating to Air Force officers who fly fifty miles above the Earth’s surface.

Briefly stated, there is evidence in state legislation and state practice that could be used to build support for a customary international law of fixing a boundary of space at approximately 100 kilometers above sea level. However, the amount of evidence may not amount to the level that is required to sustain the existence of customary international law.

2 The spatialist and functionalist theories

The question of whether air law or space law should apply to a spaceplane could also be determined through the application of two theories that distinguish an aircraft from a space object. One approach, known as the spatialist theory, is to identify the border of outer space on

80 Space Affairs Act, 1993 (SAfr), No.84 of 1993, s 1(xvi). See also UN, Committee on the Peaceful Uses of Outer Space, National Legislation and Practice relating to Definition and Delimitation of Outer Space: Replies received from Member States: Australia, UNGAOR, 2006, UN Doc A/AC.105/865/Add.1.
81 Draft Treaty on the Prevention of the Placement of Weapons in Outer Space and of the Threat or Use of Force against Outer Space Objects, art I(a), online: UNTERM unterm.org/DGAACS/unterm.nsf/099a7d734f48ac385256a07005e48fb/b8846544f816ab485257922005c37ee.
the basis of the natural properties of space. The other approach, known as the *functionalist* theory, is to classify an object as a space object on the basis of its function as such object as opposed to an aircraft.

The most widely-supported proposal under the spatialist theory has been to draw the line between airspace and outer space at the von Kármán line. Among the other possible theories under a spatialist approach are to place the boundary between air space and outer space (1) where there is no longer any atmosphere; (2) where the Earth's gravitational pull is balanced by that of another celestial body (so-called “Lagrange points”); (3) where the lowest possible orbital perigee for a satellite is located; or (4) where the ability of a state to exercise sovereignty ends.

The functionalist approach, though avoids some of the difficulties that come with the spatialist approach, brings its own challenges. Rather than focusing on the identification of a physical boundary between airspace and outer space, the concept behind the functionalist approach is to apply air law to those objects engaged in aviation and apply space law to those objects intended to operate in space. This test would apply regardless of where the object happened to be physically located at the time a legal claim arose. For example, a satellite being launched into space (along with its launch vehicle) would be treated as a space object even if the launch was aborted and the object never reached space. With respect to spaceplanes, the *functionalist* theory provides potentially greater ambiguity than does the *spatialist* theory, since they operate as aircraft while in the atmosphere, but are also designed to enter outer space. It could be contended that the ultimate function of a spaceplane is to enter outer space and, therefore, it should be treated as a space object. However, others might argue that the majority of its flight path takes place in air space and should, therefore, be subjected to air law. A third option might be to apply air law to the vehicle while in air space and space law when it enters outer space.

---
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3 The jurisdiction of ICAO

Related to the question of whether space law applies to suborbital spaceplanes is whether the International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO) has jurisdiction to govern the operation of these vehicles. ICAO is a specialized UN agency concerned with international civil aviation. The primary source of public international air law is the Chicago Convention that established ICAO.90 The Convention only applies to civil “aircraft”.91 However, the Convention does not define the term “aircraft”. The term is defined in the Annexes to the Convention as “[a]ny machine that can derive support in the atmosphere from the reactions of the air other than the reactions of the air against the earth’s surface”.92 Some commentators have noted that the mere fact that a spaceplane, which would otherwise satisfy the definition of “aircraft” under the Chicago Convention, briefly enters space does not prevent the application of the Chicago Convention and other instruments of air law.93 Even if suborbital spacecraft do not come within the definition of “aircraft”, the argument can be made that ICAO still has jurisdiction over suborbital spaceflight to the degree necessary to ensure the safety of international civil aviation, as is the stated purpose of the Chicago Convention.94 Such regulation could, at a minimum, require the incorporation of suborbital flights in the international air traffic management system. If suborbital spacecraft does fall within the jurisdiction of ICAO, then ICAO would have the authority to issue Standards and Recommended Practices (SARPs) to be implemented by ICAO member states. ICAO has formed a “learning group” of industry leaders, academics, and other stakeholders to explore the possible involvement of the organization in the suborbital industry.95 However, as this book goes to print, this project remains in its early stages.

B. Domestic regulation of human space flight

While the question regarding the application of international air and space law continues to be debated, states have undertaken efforts to develop domestic regulatory regimes to govern suborbital spaceflight. Although the US was the first state to issue regulations on the subject, other states, including the UK, Spain, Sweden, Belgium, and Curacao, have also undertaken various initiatives with the purpose of developing a regulatory regime for human spaceflight. It should be mentioned that the European Aviation Safety Agency explored the creation of harmonized regulations to apply across the European Union (EU). Those efforts, however, have

91 Ibid., art 3(a).
94 Dempsey & Mineiro, supra note 93 at 246–47.
95 Notes of the Author from the October 21, 2015 meeting of the FAA Commercial Space Transportation Advisory Committee.
stalled—leaving the individual member states of the EU to develop their own domestic regulations.96

The FAA’s Human Space Flight Requirements require that a license be procured by a space vehicle operator intending to launch (or re-enter) a vehicle containing passengers (or “space flight participants”).97 In order to obtain the license and commence launch activity, the operator must comply with a number of provisions contained in the FAA Requirements. These requirements include: (i) showing financial responsibility; (ii) obtaining reciprocal waivers of claims; (iii) complying with certain minimum operational requirements; (iv) crew training; (v) fully disclosing the risks of flight to prospective space flight participants; and (vi) obtaining the informed written consent of space flight participants.98

The UK Civil Aviation Authority (CAA) issued a report in 2014 that recommends a temporary regulatory approach to govern suborbital flights in the UK.99 The report recommends an approach that is in effect very similar to the licensing regime adopted in the US. While the UK CAA determined that suborbital spaceplanes would likely come within the definition of “aircraft” under the Chicago Convention and would, therefore, be subject to existing air law, the proposals for the application of such law resulted in an overall system that resembles the US regime.100 For example, spaceplanes would be deemed “experimental aircraft”, which would exempt them from many of the onerous regulations that otherwise apply to civil aircraft in the UK.101 While such a designation would typically prevent the transport of private passengers, the report urged that an exception be made to that rule so that paying passengers could be flown on the spaceplanes.102 Finally, the requirement of “informed consent” of the passengers (the core principle of the US regime) was also adopted in the report.103

The Spanish legislature is also considering a bill for the creation of a licensing process for suborbital spaceflight, which is strongly influenced by the US model.104 Like the FAA regulations, the Spanish proposal allows for the issuance of a launch license upon the showing of compliance with environmental and financial responsibility requirements, and requires the informed consent of all passengers.105

96 Moro-Aguilar, supra note 93.
100 UK Government Review: Summary, supra note 99 at 33.
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104 Although the draft bill was not publicly available at time of this publication, a description of the bill can be found in Moro-Aguilar, supra note 93.
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Although a bill has not yet been produced in Sweden, a Memorandum of Understanding was signed in 2007 by Spaceport Sweden and Virgin Galactic, which called for Sweden to develop a regulatory regime that drew on the FAA Human Space Flight Requirements.\footnote{Peter B de Selding & Tariq Malik, “Virgin, Swedish Spaceport Sign Deal for Suborbital Flights”, \textit{Space News} (7 February 2007), online: Space News spacenews.com/virgin-swedish-spaceport-sign-deal-suborbital-flights.} Curaçao has also embarked on the drafting of a national space law that would accommodate suborbital spaceflight as it prepares to provide the spaceport for commercial flights of XCOR’s Lynx spacecraft. As with the UK and Spain, Curaçao has chosen to follow the US model of licensure.\footnote{Moro-Aguilar, \textit{supra} note 90. See also Frans G von der Dunk, “Mixing US and Dutch Approaches: Towards Curacao’s Legislation on Private Commercial Spaceflight” (2013) 62:4 ZLW 740.} In contrast, Belgium has pursued a different path than the aforementioned states in its approach to suborbital flight by deciding to simply treat suborbital spaceplanes as aircraft subject to all of the rules and regulations that govern civil aircraft.\footnote{Law on the Activities of Launching, Flight Operations or Guidance of Space Objects (Belgium), online: Belgian Science Policy Office www.belspo.be/belspo/space/doc/beLaw/Loi_en.pdf.}

\section*{VII Conclusion}

As illustrated in this chapter, the issue of the legal status of spacecraft provides a number of difficult questions. Many of these questions arise from the supra-national nature of space travel, the lack of clarity between the border separating air and space law, and the complexity of multinational space ventures. Long-standing concepts of international space law regarding jurisdiction and other issues served well for many years while space activity remained solely in the governmental sphere. However, the growth of private space activity and the evolution of new technologies, such as the spaceplanes being developed by space tourism companies, have raised new legal issues and brought the adequacy of certain aspects of the existing space treaties into question. In response to these new challenges, laws are being drafted and discussions at many levels continue in order to resolve legal uncertainty and pave the way for a new era of private space flight.